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mavic notch helmet
The noTch helmet fromMavic
caps off their trail/enduro range
of kit. It offers unique styling
and a healthy amount of airflow,
all at a reasonable weight of
319g (in our medium size).

The dropped rear means
better protection and goggle
compatibility, ideal for enduro
racers. The sturdy peak is fixed
in position but does sit just
about high enough to remain
out of sight when riding.

The 18 vents and deep
internal channelling do a good
job of keeping your head cool
while the Ergo Hold SL

Retention system is easy to
adjust and keeps the Notch
firmly in place.

Helmet fit is subjective, but
some of our testers felt
unwanted pressure build-up in a
couple of spots when the
retention system was cranked
tight enough to avoid helmet
movement, especially on longer
rides. The finely indexed
retention dial and adjustable
three position retention cradle
does help to tune some of this
out though. Rob

The dawn helmet fromTSG is
probably the coolest helmet out
for dirt jump fuelled madness.

As well as hitting the fashion
bulls-eye, it’s available in two
sizes, both of which come with
pad kits to get the lid on almost
any sized bonce. The 480g
weight isn’t a problem either, in
fact the lid feels remarkably
light once it’s on, just hugging
the head where it needs to.

It’s worth trying one on if you
can before you buy, as the feel

of the extended ear protectors
is one that can take a bit of
getting used to. They don’t
affect your hearing though.

The 14 vents go some way
towards keeping your head cool
and getting some airflow
through, but the shiny black lid
soon has to come off on a hot
day. That said heat’s not really
an issue if you’re just messing
about at the jumps. Jake

£54.99 Silverfish uk
www.silverfish-uk.com

tsG dawn helmet

The indy shorts from
RaceFace have had some great
little updates over the previous
version, nowmaking them
some of our favourites. The
highlight for us is the inner ‘slip
panels’ which prevent the
lower legs of the shorts
snagging on kneepads when
we were pedalling. It’s a nice
little touch and works very
effectively.

The fit and cut are great,
with two inner Velcro tabs on
the waistband to ensure they
remain snug. There’s a small
zippered stash pocket too
while the two deep hip pockets,
which are handy off the bike.

Although the Indy shorts feel
light and airy, they don’t ride
up or lose their shape when
you’re really hauling. Rob

raceface
indy shorts
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Brand New Kit

RWdbrAke pAds
£14.99-£16.99

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

we’ve been running rwd’s brake pads in
all sorts of weather and at every
temperature for well over a year. control
consistency has been excellent from
both resin (£14.99) and sintered
(£16.99) versions and they’ve outlasted
original pads and aftermarket
opposition when run side by side.guy

LOUISGARNEAUtWenty
nine GloVes
£24.99 www.evanscycles.com

The Twenty nine gloves are comfy,
thanks to the thin palm and stretchy
meshed upper. you may need to go
up a size to get the right fit, our size
large was more like a medium.
breathability and construction are
good but we can’t help think they
look a little cheap.roB

LOMOelite GlAsses
£10 www.ewetsuits.com

The flexy plastic frame of lomo’s elite
glasses will endure a bit of rough
treatment and can be stowed without
worry in your pack.They come with two
sets of lenses, the fit is good, and
they’re a real bargain.roB
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